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of (I removal lenn)
·

Suppose not true.

i.e. ECT0 st. ra, there is a counterexample. G

· 6 has an As

s
· the removal of any an edges not make it

A-free.

·Apply reg. lem.W./9KC and m = 12 to 0 to get an

5-reg. pH. V(0) =V,v...oVo, where mer<M =M(s,m)

IIVi)-NE1, for all lijt(n].

·Let R = R(s.") be the reduced graph and GpG the corresponding

subgraph. Recall that e(6) - ecop)=Cn° GR
Up

X

·By assumption, GR contains a A, which
z

O

~OETYlies in three distinct clusters, say X, Y, Z C
O

that are pairwise E-reg. W./ density? -

· By Counting lem ->Gp[X,4,27 contains at least

(y)3(E-O(a)>, (oo'n's, lots trangles.

Notice that M = M(2, m) depends in fact only on 2.

Thus choosing an acc <(on)" -> GpEG hes > anDs Ee.

⒔



5 (6,3)-thm and Roth's the

· Ruzsa-Szemcrodi (bi3tthm > Roth's them on SAP (3-trm
arithmetic

progression(
· 3-unform hypergraph (= (v,E), EE(s)

is linear if any two of its edges share at most a vortex.

· For s.teIN. i contains an (s.t)-subgraph ofif Is vertices in a inducing 3,t edges.

It is (s,th-free if it does not contain 14,2)- subgraph

an K,t) - subgraph

Im 16,37thm:If an n-vertex 3-amif. hyp. It is

16,3)-free, > then e(()) =o(n")

ask 17 This upp bd. is not far from optimal:

En- ux3-unif 1) that is $6,3)-free and e(f),neon
<larger them

2)(6,31-thm is equivalent to n2-2 fconstin
ex)n,s1*Y) =o(nY

If. Suppose not true ECCO st. for infinitely many n,

there is a 16,31-free 3-unf. n-ox & w/ e(s)(>cn



By zooming into a subgraph w./ higher average degree

(which is still a counterexample), we many
in addition

assume that I is maximal in the sense

Max d(F) = d(f)
#IO

· The maximality of 15 is linear (i.e. oo-free
· if Ebs, then abad form a component ofe

be any other edge touching [a,b,c,d] will yield a (63)-subg
E.

Now, F:1-9a, b, cd3 has higher aredog, then I he

· If Linear => e(x) =12)/3 Aimee(partial Steiner Itriple system *U
· Let t be the shadow graph of I

- V(G) = V(8)

turn every hyperedge in 1 into a triangle in G

A triangle in G is an e-triangle if it corresponds to a

hyperedge inI.

· I is linear => A-triangles in 6 are pairwise edge-disjoint
=>#pairwise edgedis; As in 6>e(K) > on"



remover6 contains; and Ds for some a =a(c)

·For larger, an<n"< e(e) non-HA

= I a non-ID. in G Donot
=>(6,3)-subgraph in & K.

⑦
5 Roth's than

Im (Roth's trul XSC0, =n s.t. Vm>, no, any subset

Se[n] w/ Size En contains a SAP.

SECn) BAD-free - (S1 = 0 (n)

#( 16,3)-thn 5 Roth's tha

Suppose E SAP-free set AECn] w./ lAK, En

Def. a 3-partile 3-unif. hyp. O as follows: V,z=(2

- V(f)) = (n) - (2n] -(3n] viCulvienepresent
Ve Ve Vs

VaCA, Usee[n], add edge (x, re+a,x +2a)

Observations: · ((H)) = (A1.n> Sn2
-

·It is a linear hypergraph, as

every edge is completely determined by two pts (x, xe+a)



· 16,37thm-8) has a (6,3)-subgraph

(x,x +a,x+ 2a)

(y,y +b,y + 2b)

(z,z+ c,z+2c)

lain of linear 5 (6,3)-subgr

from each Vi.%Uses exactly two uxs

= y+2k
Wlog x =zFy =)x+a+z+ c

zouiooge wlog. Stub and on

x + ra+z+22

=>y+b+x+a

V=(
V:[ma) Us:(n

y +b=z+ c

fo... b + c =

2a,
but a,b, cfA-
In A being 3Ap-free.O

Dense (6,3) - free 3-unit I

In the above of. A is JAP-free ( I is 16,3)-free.

e(x) = 1Al.r

·Behrend:E SAP-free AEC) of size n.e-rogn
=>El (6,32-free no e(8))>m) -oogn



LEN, well-known conjecture. Simplest open case
is (714)

(Brown - Erd's-So's E3). Let CNN

-x 3-unf 89: (et3,2)-free 5 (t)
=0 (n)

&j) Long-Gowers) Let CN

(e+4.2). free te(f) = O(n"-).

·Sarkozy-Selow: (e+2 + Hoge), 2) - free -> 0 (n")

· Conlon-Gishboliner - Levanzov - Shapira

Le+0 closethe, e)-free 50(n)
· (eth, el-free:If. [Delcourte - Postle]

· [Glock - Jows - Kinhn-Licher-Pikhurko]
(6,4)-problem

· [Shagguan]


